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Abstract Little evidence exists with regard to the effect
that exercise training has upon oxygen uptake kinetics in
adolescent females.
Purpose The aim of the study was to compare V̇ O2 and
muscle deoxygenation kinetics in a group of trained (Tr)
and untrained (Utr) female adolescents.
Method Twelve trained (6.4 ± 0.9 years training,
10.3 ± 1.4 months per year training, 5.2 ± 2.0 h per week)
adolescent female soccer players (age 14.6 ± 0.7 years)
were compared to a group (n = 8) of recreationally active
adolescent girls (age 15.1 ± 0.6 years) of similar maturity
status. Subjects underwent two, 6-min exercise transitions
at a workload equivalent to 80 % of lactate threshold from
a 3-min baseline of 10 W. All subjects had a passive rest
period of 1 h between each square-wave transition. Breathby-breath oxygen uptake and muscle deoxygenation were
measured throughout and were modelled via a mono-exponential decay with a delay relative to the start of exercise.
Result Peak V̇ O2 was significantly (p < 0.05) greater in
the Tr compared to the Utr (Tr: 43.2 ± 3.2 mL kg−1 min−1
vs. Utr: 34.6 ± 4.0 mL kg−1 min−1). The V̇ O2 time
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constant was significantly (p < 0.05) faster in the Tr compared to the Utr (Tr: 26.3 ± 6.9 s vs. Utr: 35.1 ± 11.5 s).
There was no inter-group difference in the time constant
for muscle deoxygenation kinetics (Tr: 8.5 ± 3.0 s vs. Utr:
12.4 ± 8.3 s); a large effect size, however, was demonstrated (−0.804).
Conclusion Exercise training and/or genetic self-selection results in faster kinetics in trained adolescent females.
The faster V̇ O2 kinetics seen in the trained group may result
from enhanced muscle oxygen utilisation.
Keywords Fundamental phase · Deoxygenation kinetics ·
Youth athletes · Moderate domain exercise
Abbreviations
AV O2	The asymptotic amplitude of the oxygen
uptake fundamental (phase II) response
AHHb	The asymptotic amplitude of the deoxyhaemoglobin response,
Db	Body density
FFM	Fat-free mass
HbO2	Muscle oxyhaemoglobin concentration
HHb	Deoxyhaemoglobin concentration
HHb(b)	Mean deoxyhaemoglobin response measured
during the final minute of baseline
HR	Heart rate
MRT	Mean response time
NIRS	Near-infrared spectroscopy
Peak V̇ O2	Peak oxygen uptake
pV̇ O2	Pulmonary oxygen uptake kinetics
RER	Respiratory exchange ratio
TDV O2	Time delay for oxygen uptake relative to the
onset of exercise
τV O2	Time constant for oxygen uptake for the
fundamental component of the response
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TDHHb	Time delay for deoxyhaemoglobin concentration relative to the onset of exercise
τHHb	Time constant for deoxyhaemoglobin
THb	Total haemoglobin concentration
VE	Pulmonary ventilation
VO2	Oxygen uptake
V̇ O2(SS)	Steady-state oxygen uptake
Mean oxygen uptake measured during the
V̇ O2(b)	
final minute of baseline
VCO2	Volume of carbon dioxide produced
Yo–Yo IR1	Intermittent recovery Test 1
Yo–Yo IR2	Intermittent recovery Test 2

Introduction
Pulmonary oxygen uptake (pV̇ O2) kinetics provides a surrogate measure of the body’s ability to transport and utilise
oxygen at the muscle level during the transition from rest
to exercise (Fawkner and Armstrong 2003). Furthermore,
evaluating the time course of oxygen uptake changes following the onset of exercise also provides an indirect estimate of the contribution of non-aerobic energy sources to
this type of activity (Potter and Unnithan 2005). Perhaps
the most potent stimulus for speeding pV̇ O2 kinetics, as
measured by a reduction in time constant of the fundamental phase, and thus indicating a reduction in the contribution
of non-aerobic energy sources, is exercise training. There
are multiple examples from the scientific literature (e.g.
Bailey et al. 2009; Berger et al. 2006; Jones and Koppo
2005; Koppo et al. 2004) of exercise training resulting in a
reduction in the time constant of the fundamental phase of
pV̇ O2 kinetics at both moderate and heavy exercise intensities in adult populations.
The influence of training on the oxygen uptake kinetic
response in children and adolescents is less well characterised. Earlier evidence from cross-sectional studies
seemed to indicate that exercise training had no effect in
reducing the time constant of the fundamental phase of
pV̇ O2 kinetics in pre-pubertal children (Cleuziou et al.
2002; Obert et al. 2000). More recent cross-sectional
studies, however, have demonstrated that systematic exercise training may result in a speeding of the fundamental
phase of pV̇ O2 kinetics in both children (Winlove et al.
2010) and adolescents (Marwood et al. 2010, McNarry
et al. 2011). Such discrepancies may be explained by the
lack of congruence between the training and experimental exercise modality in the earlier studies (Cleuziou et al.
2002; Obert et al. 2000). However, the paucity of data
characterising pV̇ O2 kinetics in trained adolescents is significant since evidence exists that during maturation, the
balance of oxidative and glycolytic enzyme activities may
change (Haralambie 1982; Peterson et al. 1999). Hence
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data collected in adult populations may not necessarily
be transferable to adolescents. Furthermore, in all but one
of the above-stated studies in children and adolescents
(Marwood et al. 2010), the primary training stimulus was
endurance training; few data exist on the impact of highintensity, intermittent exercise, which characterises soccer match play, on pV̇ O2 kinetics in the trained adolescent
population.
Soccer is characterised by multiple transitions from
low- to high-intensity exercise (Buchheit et al. 2010).
Since fatigue during high-intensity exercise is related to
the reliance on non-aerobic energy sources, the ability to
transition rapidly from rest to exercise is likely to characterise successful performers in this sport. Hence it might
be expected that a history of systematic, high-intensity,
intermittent exercise training which characterises soccer
play, will be associated with faster pV̇ O2 kinetics. Indeed,
a faster fundamental phase time constant derived from
moderate-intensity exercise was significantly related to
better Yo–Yo IR1 and IR2 soccer field test performance
(Rampinini et al. 2010) and reduced time decrements in
repeated sprint tests in adult male soccer players (Dupont
et al. 2005).
With increasing numbers of young females involved in
soccer training and competition (Datson et al. 2014), soccer therefore represents an important model to explore the
influence that high-intensity, intermittent training may
have on changes in the fundamental phase of pV̇ O2 kinetics in this population. Hence, the primary purpose of the
present study was to compare pV̇ O2 kinetics during the
transition to moderate-intensity exercise in elite adolescent
female soccer players with a group of maturation-matched
untrained females. We hypothesised that pV̇ O2 kinetics
would be faster in the trained population vs. the untrained
controls.
In the adolescent population, we have previously demonstrated no difference in deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) kinetics between trained soccer players and recreationally active
controls during the transition to moderate-intensity exercise
(Marwood et al. 2010). However, McNarry et al. (2011)
demonstrated faster HHb kinetics in trained female adolescent swimmers compared to their recreationally active
peers during heavy-intensity exercise. The former finding
indicates that the training-induced speeding of pV̇ O2 kinetics is due to an equal contribution of adaptations in oxygen
delivery and utilisation, whereas the latter indicates that
adaptations in oxygen utilisation are relatively more important. Whether these equivocal findings are due to the differences in training history or sex is presently unclear. Hence,
the secondary purpose of the present study was to determine HHb kinetics as a means of examining the mechanisms underpinning any training-induced speeding of pV̇ O2
kinetics.
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Table 1  Descriptive characteristics of subjects (mean ± SD)

Subjects
Twelve trained female adolescent soccer players (age
14.6 ± 0.7 years) and eight recreationally active adolescent girls (age 15.1 ± 0.6 years) volunteered to participate
in this study. Maturity status was determined by Tanner’s
five stages of self-assessment for breast development,
which has previously been validated (Matsudo and Matsudo 1994). Tanner stages for the trained and untrained
groups ranged from Tanner stage 3 to 5. Two subjects in
the trained group were unable to understand the directions
for the Tanner staging and, therefore, did not complete the
self-assessment correctly. Information regarding the ovulatory cycle phase of each subject was obtained via a menstrual cycle questionnaire that was completed at each visit.
All participants completed a physical activity questionnaire
modified from Bar-Or (1983).
The trained girls were recruited from two professional
soccer clubs in the north-west of England. All the girls were
engaged in regular, systematic training (6.4 ± 0.9 years
training, 10.3 ± 1.4 months per year training, 5.2 ± 2.0 h
per week, and 5.9 ± 1.0 years playing competitive soccer
matches). The eight untrained subjects were recreationally
active, but not engaged in any exercise training. Written
informed consent from the parents/guardians and verbal
and written assent from the subjects were obtained prior to
the start of the study. The study was approved by a local
University ethics committee.
Study design
Subjects visited the exercise physiology laboratory twice.
All subjects completed a pre-test questionnaire to verify
that they were in a post-prandial state at each visit (~3 h),
had refrained from vigorous exercise in the preceding 48 h
and had not consumed caffeinated products (i.e. soft drinks,
tea, chocolate) 3 h prior to the cycle ergometry testing.
Body mass and stature using stretch height were measured
following the International Standards for Anthropometric
Assessment (2001). Body mass (nearest 0.1 kg) was measured in kilograms on a calibrated electronic scale (BodPod, Life Measurement Instruments, Concord, CA, USA).
Stretch height was measured in centimetres using a wallmounted stadiometer. Air displacement plethysmography
(Bodpod, Concord, CA, USA) was used to determine body
density (Db). Fat mass and fat-free mass (FFM) were then
determined using the following formula: % fat = (5.07/
Db−4.64) × 100 for females (Table 1). The air displacement plethysmography measure of body composition has
been demonstrated to be valid in both adults and children
(Demerath et al. 2002).

Age (years)
Stature (cm)
Body mass (kg)
Body fat (%)
Peak V̇ O2 (L min−1)
Peak V̇ O2 (mL kg−1 min−1)

Trained (n = 12)

Untrained (n = 8)

14.6 ± 0.7
160.6 ± 5.5
56.0 ± 9.0
16.3 ± 5.1
2.41 ± 0.37*

15.1 ± 0.6
160.8 ± 4.1
53.5 ± 6.4
20.9 ± 5.7
1.86 ± 0.25

43.2 ± 3.2*

34.6 ± 4.0

Peak V̇ O2 refers to the peak oxygen uptake
* p < 0.05

At the first visit, all subjects performed an incremental
cycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur Sport, Groningen, The
Netherlands) test to volitional exhaustion. The protocol
consisted of 3-min stages, with increments of 35 W, starting with an initial workload of 35 W. Subjects maintained
a cadence of 60 rpm throughout the tests. Physiological criteria for achievement of peak exercise were a heart
rate within 10 beats of 200 beats min−1 and a respiratory
exchange ratio (RER) of ≥1.1. Peak oxygen uptake was
defined as the mean of the two highest 30-s values during the final exercise increment (Table 1). Lactate threshold was determined using the standard v-slope method and
visual inspection of the ventilatory equivalent and end-tidal
pressure plots for oxygen and carbon dioxide, respectively
(Burnley et al. 2006). The visual inspection of the plots was
conducted independently by two of the research team. At
the second visit, all subjects completed two 6-min squarewave transitions from a 3-min baseline of 10 W to 80 %
of the workload at which the gas exchange threshold was
achieved. Each transition was separated by a minimum of
1 h of passive rest.
Measurements
The Cosmed K4b2 (Rome, Italy) was used to obtain cardiorespiratory measurements of: VE, V̇ O2, VCO2 and RER.
Calibration of the O2 and CO2 sensors were performed
prior to each test trial, with standard gases of known oxygen (16 %) and carbon dioxide (5 %) concentrations. A
3-L volume calibration syringe was used to calibrate respiratory volume. Resting and exercise data were calculated
on a breath-by-breath basis. These data were subsequently
averaged over 20-s epochs to determine submaximal steady
state and peak values. Heart rate (HR) was measured using
short-range telemetric techniques (Polar S610, Kempele,
Finland).
During the square-wave exercise bouts, continuous noninvasive measurements of muscle oxyhaemoglobin (HbO2),
deoxyhaemoglobin (HHb) and total haemoglobin (THb)
concentration were also made via NIRS (OxiplexTS, ISS,
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Champaign, USA). Light source–detector separation distances of 1.50–3.04 cm for each wavelength were utilised
with cell water concentration assumed constant at 70 %.
For the present study, data were sampled at 2 Hz. The flexible probe was placed longitudinally along the belly of the
left vastus lateralis midway between the greater trochanter
and the lateral condyle of the tibia and marked with washable pen such that the probe could be placed in the same
position for the second exercise bout. The probe was held
firmly in place by elastic Velcro strapping and movement
of the optical fibres during cycling limited by taping them
to an adjacent table. Following each trial, indentations of
the probe on the subject’s skin were inspected to confirm
that the probe had not moved, which was the case for every
exercise transition. The NIRS probe was calibrated prior
to each testing session using a calibration block of known
absorption and scattering coefficients. Calibration was then
cross-checked using a second block of known but distinctly
different absorption and scattering coefficients. Each of
these procedures was according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Recent research, however, has demonstrated good reproducibility of the NIRS technology used
in this study (LeClair et al. 2010).
Data analysis
Pulmonary oxygen uptake and HHb kinetics were modelled via a single exponential function with a delay relative
to the start of exercise using standardised procedures previously used in our laboratory (Marwood et al. 2010). For
pV̇ O2 data, abnormal breaths due to coughs and swallows
were first removed from the pV̇ O2 data to prevent skewing
of the underlying response. The criterion for removal of
these breaths was those that were different to the mean of
the adjacent four data points by more than three times the
standard deviation of those four points. Each dataset was
interpolated second-by-second between 0 and 360 s; the
two datasets were then ensemble averaged to produce a single response for each subject. The first 20 s of the ensemble
dataset [cardiodynamic phase, (Rossiter et al. 1999) were
then removed. The remaining dataset (i.e. up until the end
of exercise) was fitted to a mono-exponential curve (Origin,
Microcal) with a delay relative to the onset of exercise of
the form:
•

•

−(t−TDV O2 )/τV O2
),
V O2(t) = V O2(b) + AV O2 ∗ (1 − e

where V̇ O2(b) is the mean V̇ O2 measured during the final
minute of baseline (10 W) exercise, AV O2 is the asymptotic
amplitude of the fundamental (phase II) response, TDV O2
is a time delay relative to the onset of exercise and τV O2 is
the time constant for the fundamental component of the
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response. Steady-state oxygen uptake (V̇ O2(SS)) is therefore the sum of V̇ O2(b) + AV O2 and the mean response time
(MRTV O2) was defined as τV O2 + TDV O2.
The HHb response to exercise was modelled in a similar
fashion to V̇ O2 kinetics; firstly, the two datasets for each
subject were ensemble averaged to produce a single dataset for each subject with data points at 0.5 s intervals (i.e.
2 Hz). Secondly, the point at which HHb starts to increase
following a short delay of ~5–10 s (Cooper et al. 1985)
was identified. This time point was identified by fitting two
linear regression curves to the first 20 s of the ensemble
dataset and, using custom written software and the Solver
function in Microsoft Excel, determining the time point at
which the sum of error squared was minimised. This technique assumes linear characteristics of the data in the first
few seconds following the onset of the increase in HHb,
which given the short time frame appears reasonable. From
this point up until the time at which the V̇ O2 data achieved
98 % of its final value, (t = 4 τV O2 + TDV O2, i.e. effective steady state) the data were fitted to a mono-exponential
curve (Origin, Microcal) with a delay relative to the onset
of exercise of the form:

HHb(t) = HHb(b) + AHHb ∗ (1 − e(t−TDHHb )/τHHb ),
where HHb(b) is the mean HHb measured during the final
minute of baseline (10 W) exercise, AHHb is the asymptotic amplitude of the response, TDHHb is a time delay
relative to the onset of exercise and τHHb is the time
constant for the response. The absolute value of HHb
at t = 4 τVo2 + TDV O2 (HHb(φ3)) is therefore the sum of
HHb(b) + AHHb and the mean response time (MRTHHb)
was defined as τHHb + TDHHb. Although it is not certain
whether the processes underlying the HHb response are
exponential in nature, visual inspection of the data and
reference to previous literature (Cooper et al. 1985;
Eriksson et al. 1973; Hughson and Kowalchuk 1995) suggests that a mono-exponential decay model of the form
below provides a reasonable estimate of the time course
of muscle deoxygenation during this “primary” phase
of the HHb response. The average value during the final
30 s of exercise (HHb(360−330s)) was also calculated, as
was the difference between HHb(360−330s) and HHb(φ3)
( A2HHb).
Statistical analysis
Confidence intervals for PV̇ O2 and HHb were calculated.
Inter-group comparisons were made using an independent
two-tailed t test, with homogeneity of variance checked via
Levene’s test. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation and an alpha level of 0.05 was selected. Pearson product
moment correlation coefficients were calculated between
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recreationally active adolescents, 43 % were in the luteal
phase and 57 % in the follicular phase.
PV̇ O2 kinetics

0.54 ± 0.15

Representative plots of both a trained and untrained subject are illustrated in Fig. 1. The 95 % confidence intervals
for the time constants lay within acceptable boundaries
(trained 3.1 ± 1.7 s vs. untrained 4.6 ± 1.8 s).
The time constant and mean response time of V̇ O2 kinetics were significantly (p < 0.05) faster in the trained adolescent female soccer players compared to the untrained
group (Table 2). The relative magnitude of these differences were a 25 % faster time constant in the trained group
compared to the untrained group and a 17 % faster mean
response time in the adolescent female soccer players
compared to their untrained peers. To adjust for the significantly (p < 0.05) higher absolute workload performed
by the trained subjects during the square-wave transitions
(trained 105 ± 24 W vs. untrained 74 ± 15 W), exercise
economy was calculated (Gain); there was no inter-group
difference identified for Gain (Table 2). There were no significant correlations between peak V̇ O2 and time constants
for the trained (r = −.03) and untrained groups (r = 0.26),
respectively.

1.59 ± 0.29

1.23 ± 0.19

HHb kinetics

26.3 ± 6.9

35.1 ± 11.5*

Representative plots of HHb kinetics for the two groups
are illustrated in Fig. 2. The 95 % confidence intervals
for the HHb time constants lay within acceptable boundaries (trained: 1.56 ± 0.63 s vs. untrained: 2.81 ± 2.11 s).
There were no inter-group differences for the time constant
(p = 0.07) or the mean response time (p = 0.08) for HHb
kinetics (Table 3), but both values approached significance.
Furthermore, derived values for Cohen’s d demonstrated
large effect sizes (meaningful physiological differences) for
the time constant (−0.804), which was lower in the trained
compared to the untrained group and mean response time
(−0.777), which was also lower in the trained compared to
the untrained group. There were no inter-group differences
for time delay, or amplitude. There was no between-group
difference for HHbΦ, but the p value (0.06) approached
significance. Using Cohen’s d, a medium effect size was
generated (0.5017); with the trained group demonstrating a
higher value than the untrained (Table 3).

Fig. 1  Representative plots of VO2 kinetics for trained (closed
squares) and untrained subjects (open squares) with fundamental
phase exponential curve fit and residuals shown

Table 2  Oxygen uptake kinetics (pV̇ O2) in trained and untrained
female adolescents
Trained (n = 12)
V̇ O2(b) (L min−1)
−1

AV̇ O2 (L min )
V̇ O2(ss) (L min−1)

TDV̇ O2 (s)
τV̇ O2 (s)
MRTV̇ O2 (s)
Gain (mL min−1 W−1)

0.54 ± 0.04

1.05 ± 0.29
14.1 ± 4.1

40.3 ± 6.2

11.2 ± 2.3

Untrained (n = 8)
0.67 ± 0.16*
13.6 ± 6.1

48.7 ± 8.5*
10.9 ± 1.2

V̇ O2(b) mean V̇ O2 during the last minute of unloaded pedalling, AV̇ O2
is the amplitude of the fundamental phase of VO2, V̇ O2(ss) steady-state
V̇ O2 derived from the mono-exponential fitting process, TDV̇ O2 is the
time delay relative to the onset of exercise, τV̇ O2 is the time constant
for the fundamental phase of the pulmonary oxygen uptake kinetic
response, MRTV̇ O2 is the mean response time (δV̇ O2 + τV̇ O2) for
the oxygen uptake kinetic response and Gain is the amplitude of the
fundamental phase (mL min−1) divided by the change in power output (W)

* p < 0.05

peak V̇ O2 and the V̇ O2 time constants for the trained and
untrained group. All statistical procedures were carried out
using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Discussion
Based upon data derived from the menstrual cycle questionnaire at visit 2, 75 % of the trained adolescent soccer
players were in the luteal phase, 13 % were in the follicular phase and 12 % were in the menstrual phase. For the

The major findings of this study were that both the pV̇ O2
time constant (25 %) and the mean response time (17 %)
were significantly faster in the trained adolescent female
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Fig. 2  Representative plot of HHb kinetics for trained (closed
squares) and untrained subjects (open squares) with fundamental
phase exponential curve fit and residuals shown

Table 3  Muscle deoxygenation kinetics (Hb) in the trained and
untrained female adolescents

HHb(b) (μM)
AHHb(μM)
HHbΦ (μM)
δHHb (s)
τHHb (s)
95 % CI- τHHb (s)
MRTHHb (s)

Trained (n = 12)

Untrained (n = 8)

7.7. ± 3.2
1.95 ± 1.57
9.2. ± 3.9
8.7 ± 2.6
8.5 ± 3.0
1.56 ± 0.63

4.5. ± 2.2
1.11 ± 0.76
5.4 ± 2.5
10.4 ± 3.3
13.2 ± 7.7
2.81 ± 2.11

18.5 ± 2.9

23.7 ± 9.0

HHb(b) mean HHb during the last minute of unloaded pedalling,
AHHb is the amplitude of the fundamental phase of HHb, HHbΦ is
the absolute value of HHb at t = 4 τV̇ O2 + δV̇ O2, δHHb is the time
delay relative to the onset of exercise, τHHb is the time constant of
the primary HHb response and MRTHHb is the mean response time
(δHHb + τHHb) for the oxygen uptake kinetic response. 95 % CI is
the 95 % confidence interval

soccer players compared to their recreationally active
peers. Furthermore, there was evidence to suggest that this
was accompanied by inter-group differences with respect to
muscle deoxygenation (HHb) kinetics. Whilst, the p values
did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.07 and 0.08 for
the time constant and mean response time, respectively),
the strong tendency to do so and the high Cohen’s d effect
sizes suggest that the difference in the mean values was
physiologically significant and therefore indicated that both
the HHb time constant and mean response time were faster
in the trained compared to the untrained group.
The pV̇ O2 kinetics data are in line with a large body
of both cross-sectional and longitudinal data in adults
(Burnley et al. 2006; Fukuoka et al. 2002; Phillips et al.
1995). Furthermore, data from the present study are also
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in agreement with previous findings from our laboratory
(Marwood et al. 2010). In this study, a 25 % faster fundamental phase time constant was identified when comparing
trained adolescent male soccer players to a group of recreationally active peers. However, there is a paucity of data
characterising pV̇ O2 kinetics in trained pre- and post-pubertal females. Data from Winlove et al. (2010) in trained prepubertal female swimmers and untrained controls demonstrated fundamental phase time constants similar to those
found in the present study (trained 25 s vs. untrained 37 s)
during heavy-intensity arm-cranking exercise. Similar time
constants were also obtained in pubertal, trained female
swimmers and untrained controls performing heavy-intensity cycle ergometry exercise (trained 21 s vs. untrained
35 s), McNarry et al. (2011). The faster pV̇ O2 time constant
seen in the present study in the highly trained female soccer players therefore extends the findings of McNarry et al.
(2011) and Winlove et al. (2010) to pubertal females with
a history of systematic, high-intensity, intermittent exercise
training associated with training for soccer.
The present data may have implications for aerobic and
anaerobic performance and subsequently soccer performance. Evidence exists in the literature, that the pV̇ O2 time
constant derived from moderate domain intensity exercise
was related to both the Yo–Yo IR1 (soccer-specific aerobic
capacity test, r = 0.60) and IR2 (soccer-specific anaerobic capacity tests, r = 0.65) in adult male soccer players.
These findings suggest that the ability to rapidly activate
the aerobic energy systems to support intermittent exercise
and reduce the reliance on non-aerobic energy sources may
be important in delaying the onset of fatigue and improve
soccer performance (Rampinini et al., 2010). Further evidence exists to support this theory (Dupont et al. 2005),
as a significant correlation was identified between the
time constant of the pV̇ O2 fundamental phase of moderate
domain intensity exercise and a relative decrease in time,
in a series of repeated, linear speed tests (r = 0.80). Taken
together with the present data it would appear that faster
pV̇ O2 kinetics during constant load exercise are reflective
of a faster adjustment of pV̇ O2 during repeated sprint exercise and a subsequent maintenance of high-intensity intermittent performance.
The HHb signal from NIRS represents a balance
between the oxygen supply and utilisation in the interrogated tissue and may help provide an insight into the
mechanisms underpinning the faster pV̇ O2 kinetics in the
trained subjects (Grassi et al. 2003). Scrutiny of the HHb
data in the present study suggests that faster HHb kinetics may have existed in the trained group since the p values approached significance for both the time constant and
the mean response time and the Cohen’s d effect sizes were
large suggesting that the differences in the mean values
were physiologically significant. This finding suggests that
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in the present study, enhancements in the mechanisms of
O2 utilisation were proportionally more important in speeding the V̇ O2 kinetics than were enhancements of peripheral
O2 delivery. This is line with data of McNarry et al. (2011)
who also demonstrated faster HHb kinetics in trained
female adolescents (trained 12 s vs. untrained 20 s) in association with faster pV̇ O2 kinetics.
There is evidence from the extant literature to support
an increase in muscle oxidative enzyme activity (Eriksson
et al. 1973; Fournier et al. 1982) with training in children
and adolescents. Furthermore, such enhancements to oxidative enzyme activity (citrate synthase and 3-hydroxyacylCoA dehyrogenase) have been shown to occur to a greater
extent following 16 weeks (1 h per week) of soccer training in recreationally active women (age 19–47 years) compared to a control group engaged in running training only
(Bangsbo et al. 2010) A similar study demonstrated that
12 weeks of recreational football training in an adult population resulted in the conversion of Type IIX to Type IIA
muscle fibres which retain more characteristics of Type I,
oxidative fibres (Krustrup et al. 2010). Since faster pV̇ O2
kinetics are associated with enhanced oxidative enzyme
activity (Phillips et al. 1995) and a greater proportion of
Type I fibres (Pringle et al. 2003), these findings indirectly
suggest that morphologic and metabolic adaptations that
favour aerobic metabolism can be achieved, through soccer
training and could have an impact upon reducing the fundamental phase time constant.
In contrast to the present data, our previous study in
male adolescents demonstrated similar HHb kinetics
between trained and untrained subjects despite faster pV̇ O2
kinetics in the trained subjects (Marwood et al. 2010). This
highlights the possibility of sex differences in the response
to training at this age, the ability to deliver and utilise oxygen adapting in equal proportion in males, but mechanisms
of oxygen utilisation being proportionally more important
than oxygen delivery in females.
There were limitations associated with the present study.
The cross-sectional nature of the present study can never
fully answer the question, as to whether the faster pV̇ O2
kinetics is a product of genetic self-selection, maturitymediated responses or the effect of long-term training
adaptations. The trained soccer players in this study were
affiliated to professional soccer clubs in the UK and all
undertook, high-intensity, intermittent training, as confirmed by the coaches. Therefore, we are confident that
faster time constant and mean response time seen in the
athletes were a result of exposure to the training stimulus
and not as a result of genetic self-selection. No attempt was
made to control the stage of menstrual cycle during testing. It has, however, previously been demonstrated that the
menstrual phase has no effect on the pV̇ O2 or HHb kinetics (Gurd et al. 2007). The sample sizes were small, but
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were in accord with previous work published in this area
(McNarry et al. 2011; Winlove et al. 2010). Furthermore,
the lack of significant differences in HHb kinetics was offset by the large effect sizes. In the present study, we used
cycle ergometry as our model of exercise since whilst not
sport specific, it matches the major muscle group used
by the players in their sport. Indeed, we have previously
shown this mode of exercise to have sufficient discriminatory power to identify differences in pV̇ O2 kinetics between
trained adolescent, male soccer players and their untrained
counterparts (Marwood et al. 2010).
The present study supports the very limited data that
exist and support the notion that pV̇ O2 kinetics are faster in
trained adolescent females compared to their recreationally
active peers. Specifically, we have shown that high-volume,
high-intensity, intermittent soccer training, in pubertal,
adolescent females is also reflected by faster pV̇ O2 kinetics. Based upon the NIRS data, and in contrast to our data
in male adolescents, the faster kinetics may stem primarily
from an enhanced oxygen utilisation capacity in the muscle
of the trained females. Therefore, it appears that high-volume, high-intensity, intermittent soccer training, results in
physiological training adaptations that are unique to adolescent females compared to their male counterparts.
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